Terms & conditions (International)

Three nominees will be announced at the end of each month and one winner will be chosen by our fans on the site. By participating in the competition, you agree to the following competition conditions.
- One winner is selected each month during the competition. The winner will be published as a downloadable calendar image. The winning photo will be shared on Orio's websites.
- The jury's decision cannot be appealed.
- The winning photos are published with first name, last name and city, as well as the story provided
- The personal information you provide as you participate in the contest will be used solely to administer the campaign. You also have the right to request a correction regarding your personal data. For questions concerning the handling of your personal data (or other questions) please refer to Orio's Consumer Contact +46 155 244000.
- Employees at Orio AB or any associated agencies and their closest relatives may not participate in the competition.
- To participate in the competition, you must be over 18 years of age.

Rights:
Orio AB reserves the right to use the images in the competition for other promotional purposes on later occasions, without the right to compensation to the author.

Orio AB has the right to make copies of the images and make them available to the public, in original or altered state, in translation or processing, in other literature or art forms or in any other technology anywhere in the world.

You are responsible for collecting the necessary consent for Orio AB to use the images in the manner specified above (e.g. from persons who are present in the image or if someone else has taken the picture).

The competition is organised by Orio AB, Flötnaleden 1, 611 81 Nyköping, Sweden. Tel: +46 155 244000 E-mail: info@orio.com Headquarters: Nyköping VAT number: 556602-9277. It is administered by Orio AB and Nine Yards Stockholm. The competition will take place over 52 weeks.

Best of luck!